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Last week, we discussed about
choosing excellence and that
by making that choice, you
start your intensive journey to
success

ay be, you just made that choice or you made
it some years ago and are yet to see the success
you are looking for, it should be helpful to now focus
on something you may already be contending with
or is lurking at the door: THE FEAR FACTOR.

Fear is an emotion experienced in anticipation of
some specific unfavorable outcome e.g delay,
disappointment, pain or danger usually
accompanied by a desire to flee, give up or fight.
Fear has torment, the Bible says and it is both
uncomfortable and undesirable.

Unfortunately, fear by its very
nature creeps up whether invited or
not with the slightest indication of
an unfavorable outcome. Worse still;
fear never walks alone, the urge to
flee and quit are it’s constant
companions. Moreover, fear comes
with a destructive effect on
productive thinking and progressive
actions. Fear simply immobilizes the
brain functions and freezes our
arms and legs!! We know quitters
never win and winners never quit.
Fear is thus an obstacle in more
ways than one to success and
victory.

The most pragmatic approach to
deal with fear is to confront it. How
does one confront fear? From its
very root: Anticipation of a negative
outcome. When an outcome is
being expected: there are always two
voices. Every one needs to choose
which one to listen to, which would
then form the basis of what is being
anticipated. Fear builds where you
always listen to the dark voice :
pessimistic with no way out. This
is the voice of the devil, it comes so
forcefully as if there are no other
options. But there is always an
option!!

The voice of God paints the true
picture; with options not
idealistic but real. It may not be
devoid of risks and pain but there is
always a way out...You do not have
to be struck. It is the anticipation
of close doors, being struck with no
way to get out that creates fear. As
long as you have options, there
remains a motivation to try and take
your chances and in reality, that is
often the case! The way to
confront the false picture is thus
from a knowledge standpoint from
oneself and through consulting
others and on that basis building the
correct picture.

Another way; fear builds is again the incorrect view that our current
unpalatable state is unique to us .. what I call a ‘victim mentality’. The
truth is, there is nothing new under the surface of the earth. Someone
else has confronted what you are now facing. Not only that, there are
many success stories although many would have failed too. The way to
confront this type of fear, is to search out and learn from the positive
stories and avoid the flaws from the negative ones. More often than not
learning from others, builds our will and the desire to go ahead. That is
where reading and listening to biographies are so helpful.

Failing is not failure until
you flee and stop trying. Thus,
the propensity to flee is a self
fulfilling prophecy of the
anticipated failure.

A word about the propensity to flee and give up which accompanies
fear. Failing is not failure until you flee and stop trying. Thus, the
propensity to flee is a self fulfilling prophecy of the anticipated failure.
Never accept defeat easily, put up a good fight. This at least protects
your human dignity. This reality should push up the motivation to keep
trying or at least to reassess the anticipation of the negative outcome as
discussed above.
The twin feeling of fear is shame. The feeling of ridicule, of being a
negative exception. This is most untrue. Every single human being has
a setback, makes mistakes, fails and has a negative outcome at some
point in time in their lives and as such there is no shame with a negative
outcome. It’s universal. Know it, say it over and over again !!! Shame
should disappear and the motivation to press on emerges.

That should
definitely banish fear
once you understand
that everything and
everyone in the natural
is subject to the
supernatural.
We have established the fact that getting on to God’s company is the singular most significant boost you can
contribute to your pursuit of a great life here on earth. One of the most significant realities of having such a
connection with the supernatural is the assurance of a present help to get you out of trouble and any tight corner
that comes up. That should definitely banish fear once you understand that everything and everyone in the
natural is subject to the supernatural.
Another compelling reason to confront and get rid of fear is that; with God, fear does not work. God requires that
you trust and rely on Him. Faith moves God to respond to you, fear does nothing other than to release torment to
its holder. Drop

it and you will be on your journey to the TOP.
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